Friday Focus
Greenup County Schools
Teamed up for SUCCESS!
When you peek into a cooperative learning classroom, one of
the first things that you notice
is the class arrangement. Students are seated in teams.
Teams promote strong bonds
between students, facilitate
interaction over curriculum,
and improve learning. To the
extent possible, students

made smaller, the percentage
of engagement gets better.
Groups of four allow 1/4 of
the class to actively participate
at the same time—
simultaneous interaction (The
“S” in PIES!).
So why do groups of four
work better than pairs or
groups of three? There are
four reasons:

3. Teams of Four Optimize Cognitive and Linguistic Mismatch.
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GAP Closure Strategies

Name and Claim– Each student has a name. Claim a student
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and find their strengths, hobbies, interests. Then help them set
goals. Goal setting is the most effective way to achieve success
both academically and socially. When you see data, know that
each number has a face.

Good Faith Effort:
The use of motivational
tools and goal setting are
acceptable practices. Funding can not be provided
from school funds, but can
be donated. All good faith
effort should be practiced
throughout the school year
and not just during Spring
State Testing.

